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Input node placement restricting 
the longest control chain 
in controllability of complex 
networks
Samie Alizadeh 1, Márton Pósfai 2 & Abdorasoul Ghasemi 1*

The minimum number of inputs needed to control a network is frequently used to quantify its 
controllability. Control of linear dynamics through a minimum set of inputs, however, often has 
prohibitively large energy requirements and there is an inherent trade-off between minimizing the 
number of inputs and control energy. To better understand this trade-off, we study the problem of 
identifying a minimum set of input nodes such that controllabililty is ensured while restricting the 
length of the longest control chain. The longest control chain is the maximum distance from input 
nodes to any network node, and recent work found that reducing its length significantly reduces 
control energy. We map the longest control chain-constraint minimum input problem to finding a joint 
maximum matching and minimum dominating set. We show that this graph combinatorial problem 
is NP-complete, and we introduce and validate a heuristic approximation. Applying this algorithm to 
a collection of real and model networks, we investigate how network structure affects the minimum 
number of inputs, revealing, for example, that for many real networks reducing the longest control 
chain requires only few or no additional inputs, only the rearrangement of the input nodes.

Network control aims to understand how network structure affects our ability to control the dynamics of com-
plex  systems1. Development of the field is motivated by a range of applications from biology to epidemiology or 
technological systems. Beyond potential applications, designing control strategies that leverage network structure 
also deepen our understanding of the dynamics of networked systems. Particularly useful for this are methods 
that clearly separate the role of network structure from the details of the dynamics on the network, examples of 
such methods include pinning control, feedback vertex control or structural control of linear  systems2–6. These 
methods, however, necessarily make assumptions about the dynamics, limiting the scope of systems they apply 
to and the range of questions we can ask. For example, structural controllability of linear systems allows us to 
determine if a network with a set of input nodes is controllable or not relying on network structure  only4. How-
ever, we cannot use it to design an input signal to actually control the network, nor can we rely on it to calculate 
the energy needed for control. To exactly answer these questions, we need a full description of the dynamics, 
which in the case of linear systems means knowing all link weights exactly. In addition, input node selection that 
minimizes control energy is an NP-hard  problem7. Most work investigating this problem, therefore, model link 
weights and largely focus on approximate numerical  methods8,9, for example, using properties of the control-
lability Gramian matrix that is often ill-conditioned or singular. To overcome these limitations, several authors 
developed heuristic methods that rely only on network structure only to investigate control energy related prob-
lems, and these heuristics preform reasonably well for realistic  networks10. For example,  references11,12 found 
that input node placement that minimizes the longest control chain (LCC), i.e., the largest distance from input 
nodes to any node, can significantly reduce the energy necessary to control networks.

In this paper, we investigate a graph combinatorial optimization problem motivated by the LCC heuristic. 
Specifically, we search for a minimum set of input nodes in a directed network that ensures controllability such 
that the largest control chain is at most ℓ . Relying on the framework of structural controllability, we show that 
the LCC-constrained minimum input problem is equivalent to solving a combined maximum matching and 
minimum dominating set problem. After showing that the problem is NP-complete, we develop a heuristic algo-
rithm to approximate the optimal solution. We then investigate the effect of network structure on the optimal 
number of inputs and the cost of reducing the length of the LCC by applying the algorithm to a collection of 
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model and real complex networks. We demonstrate, for example, that the cost of reducing LCCs diminishes for 
very heterogeneous networks and very sparse or very dense networks. We also show that for many real complex 
networks reducing the LCC compared to the maximum matching based minimum input selection requires only 
few or no additional inputs, only the rearrangement of the input nodes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the theoretical background and introduces the 
problem setup. Next, in Sect. 3, we formally define the LCC-constrained minimum input problem, we prove 
that the problem belongs to the NP-complete class and formulate it as an integer linear programming to solve 
small size instances. In Sect. 4, we introduce and validate a heuristic algorithm to solve the LCC-constraint 
input problem for large networks. We use this algorithm and a collection of model and real networks in Sect. 5 
to study how network structure affects minimum input selection. Finally, we conclude with a short discussion 
and outlook in Sect. 6.

Problem setup and background
Linear time-invariant dynamics with open-loop control became a canonical model to study the control of com-
plex networks, since the choice of linear dynamics often leads to tractable formulation of control problems and it 
allows focus on the role of network  structure5. To formally define the model, consider a directed network G(V , E) 
where V = {vi|i = 1, ...,N} is the set of nodes and E ⊂ V × V is the set of weighted directed links, i.e., each link 
(vi → vj) has an associated weight aji ∈ R representing the strength of the interaction. We assign a state xi ∈ R 
to each node vi which evolves following the equation

where the first term on the right hand side represents the internal dynamics of the system and the second 
term expresses the external control imposed on the network. Specifically, x = [x1, x2, ..., xN ]

T is the vector of 
node states, A ∈ R

N×N is the weighted adjacency matrix, u(t) = [u1, u2, ..., uM ]T ∈ R
M is a vector of M time-

dependent control signals, and matrix B ∈ R
N×M defines how the control signals are coupled to the system.

A system (A,B) is controllable if, with the proper choice of control signals, we can drive it from any initial 
state x(0) to any final state x(tf) in finite time. Determining controllability, in general, is a numerically unstable 
problem that requires exact knowledge of the link weights, making it difficult to study for real large-scale net-
works directly. However, relying on some mild conditions on the link weights and the structural controllability 
framework, this inherently numerical problem can be mapped to a combinatorial graph problem. First, we define 
an extended network G′(V ∪ U , E ∪ E ′) where we add additional nodes U = {ui|i = 1, . . . ,M} representing the 
control signals and we add a link (ui → vj) if the control signal ui(t) is directly connected to network node vj , 
i.e., bji  = 0 , where bji is an element of B . The network is controllable if in G′ (i) all nodes are accessible from the 
control signals; and (ii) there exists a matching such that only nodes representing control signals are  unmatched5. 
A matching in a directed network is a subset of links EM ⊂ E such that no two links in EM share start or endpoints, 
and a node is unmatched if no link in EM is pointing at it.

This mapping provides an efficient and robust method to determine the controllability of a network and a 
controller; however, we are often interested in designing a controller or characterizing control properties of a 
network without any predefined B . For example, the minimum number of input signals Ni needed to control 
a network can serve as a quantity capturing the difficulty of controlling a network. If a control signal ui(t) can 
couple to multiple nodes, finding Ni is equivalent to finding a maximum matching in G : inserting an independent 
control signal to any unmatched node in G ensures that only control signals are unmatched in G′ and the acces-
sibility condition can be satisfied by adding additional connections between control signals and network nodes 
as needed. Finding a maximum matching in a directed network can be done in polynomial time; if, however, 
each control signal can only be connected to a single network node, i.e., each column of B only contains one 
nonzero element, we cannot satisfy the accessibility condition easily, and the minimum input problem becomes 
NP-complete13.

Solving the minimum input problem provides a set of nodes to control the system; however, it does not 
provide any information about the signal u(t) or the energy required to control the system. The control energy 
of a control signal u(t) is defined as

where tf  is the time at which a target state is  reached14. We can express the optimal control signals minimizing 
the control energy explicitly as

where WB
−1(tf) =

∫ tf
0 eAτBBTeA

T τdτ is controllability Gramian  matrix14. Several factors determine the opti-
mal control energy, including the matrices A and B , the target state x(tf) , and control time tf15–19. Also, several 
metrics were proposed to quantify the energy requirements of controlling a system (A,B) , common choices 
include the average energy or the worst-case energy among all possible target  states16. Several authors observed 
that independent of which metric is chosen, the energy required to control networks through minimum input 
sets is often prohibitively  large11,15,16,20 and adding additional input nodes can reduce the energy. This prompts 
the question: how can we select a small number of input nodes such that both controllability is ensured and 
control energy is reduced?

Selecting input nodes that minimize the control energy is typically a hard computational problem, and most 
existing work focuses on numerical approximations that do not explicitly leverage the network structure of the 

(1)ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+ Bu(t),

(2)ε =

∫ tf

0
ut

T
utdt ,

(3)u(t) = B
TeA

T (tf−t)
WB

−1(tf)
(

x(tf)− eAtfx(0)
)

,
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system. For example,  reference7 shows that identifying a matrix B that minimize the average control energy while 
keeping tr (BT

B) = M fixed is an NP-hard problem. then propose an approximation algorithm based on the 
projected gradient method and test it using both synthetic and real networks. However, almost all elements of 
the matrix B that their algorithm finds are non-zero, meaning that external signals are split up and connected to a 
significant fraction of network nodes, which is impractical for large networks. Several extensions were proposed 
that aim to constrain the number of nodes directly driven by external signals; these methods typically do not 
guarantee controllability and may suffer performance loss in real  networks21,22.

The above methods take a generic matrix A as input and rely on numerical optimization, not making explicit 
use of the network structure of the system. Acknowledging that A represents an adjacency matrix of a complex 
network allows us to develop methods that use the typical structure of complex networks, potentially leading to 
useful approximations and providing insights into how these systems function. For example, for a given network 
and a set of input nodes,  reference11 defined the longest control chain (LCC) as the largest distance between 
input nodes and any node, i.e.,

where S is the set of input nodes and d(v, w) is the length of the shortest path connecting from v to w. The authors 
found that reducing the length of the LCC in a network reduces the energy requirements of control, later theo-
retical support for this observation was  provided12,23 and the role of LCC was explored for target  control24. The 
relationship between lLCC and ε offers a heuristic strategy to select input nodes that reduce the energy require-
ments of control: the algorithms proposed by  references12,23 take an already controllable system (A,B) as input and 
modify B by coupling signals to additional nodes or adding further input signals to reduce lLCC . Yet, the question 
of identifying an optimal set of input nodes for a network A without first providing a B remains unexplored.

In this article, we investigate the LCC-constrained minimum input problem, more specifically, for a given 
directed network A and a integer ℓ > 0 , we search for a minimum set of input nodes that simultaneously ensures 
structural controllability and LCC ≤ ℓ such that each input signal is coupled to exactly one node (Fig. 1). Both 
determining structural controllability of a linear system and calculating the length of the LCC only depend on 
network structure, hence the LCC-constrained minimum input problem is a graph combinatorial problem. A 
central quantity in our study is the minimum number input nodes needed to control a network while ensuring 
that lLCC ≤ ℓ , which we denote by Ni(ℓ).

In the next section, we formally define the problem and we provide an exact algorithm to solve it using integer 
linear programming.

LCC-constrained minimum input problem
We study the problem of identifying a minimum set of input nodes S in a directed network G such that the system 
is structurally controllable, the length of the LCC is at most ℓ , and each input is connected to exactly one node 
in the network. To continue, we map the controllability condition to a bipartite matching problem and the LCC 
constraint to a dominating set problem:

• Controllability constraint The set of input nodes S ensures structural controllability if (i) there exists a match-
ing such that the set of unmatched nodes is S and (ii) all nodes are accessible from S . The condition imposed 
on the LCC implies accessibility; therefore if lLCC ≤ ℓ then condition (ii) is also satisfied, and we only have 
to check condition (i). For this we create a bipartite representation B of a directed network G : We split each 

(4)lLCC = max
w∈V

min
v∈S

d(v,w),

Figure 1.  LCC-constrained minimum input problem. (a) We aim to control a small directed network G .  
(b) Finding a maximum matching in the network (blue links) and selecting the unmatched nodes 1 and 2 
provides a minimum input node set. This input set, however, does not optimize the length of the LCC. In this 
case the LCC (1 → 3 → 4 → 6 → 7) has length four. (c) To ensure that lLCC ≤ 2 , we need one additional input 
node (node 7) and we need to control node 3 instead of node 2. (d) The bipartite representation B of digraph 
G and the ℓ-step accessibility graph Gℓ for ℓ = 2 (defined in Sect. 3). Red links in B represent a matching. The 
unmatched nodes in the V− side of B form a dominating set in Gℓ (green nodes), directly controlling these 
nodes simultaneously ensures controllability and satisfies the lLCC ≤ 2 condition.
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node v ∈ V into two copies v+ ∈ V+ and v− ∈ V− . If there exists a directed link (v → w) in G , we add an 
undirected link (v+ − w−) to B . A directed matching G is equivalent to a bipartite matching in B (Fig. 1d)5,25.

• LCC-constraint To satisfy the condition lLCC , we must ensure that there exists a path connecting an input node 
to each node with length at most ℓ . For this we define the ℓ-step accessibility graph Gℓ of a G , as a directed 
graph with the same node set as G , and where we connect node v and w in Gℓ with a directed link (v → w) 
if there exists a path from v to w with at most ℓ steps in the original network G . A node set S satisfies the 
LCC-constraint in G if and only if S is a dominating set in the accessibility graph Gℓ , i.e., each node v in Gℓ 
is either a member S or there is a link pointing from a node in S to v (Fig. 1d).

This mapping allow us to build on algorithms and analytical results originally developed for bipartite matchings 
and directed dominating sets. For example, in the following, we rely on the mapping to calculate a simple upper 
and lower bound for the minimum number of input nodes Ni(ℓ) = |S| , and to develop an exact algorithm to 
solve the minimum input problem.

To find the lower bound, first note that the input nodes S are unmatched; therefore Ni(ℓ) is at least equal to 
the number of unmatched nodes NM in a maximum matching of G . The input nodes S are also a dominating set 
in Gℓ ; therefore Ni(ℓ) is at least equal to the size of a minimum dominating set NDS of Gℓ . These two observations 
lead to the lower bound

To obtain the upper bound, we construct a non-optimal set of input nodes by finding a maximum matching and 
a minimum dominating set independently, and taking the union of unmatched nodes and the dominating set. 
In the worst case there is no overlap between the unmatched and dominating nodes, leading to the upper bound

We can improve this bound by noting that source nodes, i.e., nodes with no incoming links, are both always 
unmatched and always dominating. The source nodes, therefore, are counted twice in Eq. (6), correcting for 
this provides

where Ns is the number of source nodes.
To develop an algorithm to find the optimal set of input nodes, we first show that the LCC-constrained 

minimum input problem is NP-complete by reducing the minimum dominating set problem to it, for details 
see Sect. S1 in the Supplementary Information. This prompts us to reformulate the problem as an integer linear 
programming (ILP) problem, which allows us to use efficient branch-and-bound ILP solvers to find exact solu-
tions to the minimum input problem.

To define the ILP problem, we assign a binary variable ei→j ∈ {0, 1} to each link (i → j) , such that ei→j = 1 
if link (i → j) is in the matching, otherwise ei→j = 0 . Using this binary vairable we reformulate the LCC-con-
strained minimum input problem as 

 where V+
i  and V−

i  are the set of neighbors of node v+i  and v−i  in B , and Vℓ
i  is the set of predecessors or in-

neighbors of node vi in the accessibility graph Gℓ . The cost function (8a) counts the number of input nodes, i.e., 
unmatched nodes in V− . Constraints (8b) and (8c) enforce the matching criteria, i.e., that each node in B is 
adjacent to at most one link in the matching. While constraint (8d) enforces the dominating set criteria, i.e., that 
each node in Gℓ is an input node or has an input node as a predecessor. Using Eq. (8) we can use off-the-shelf 
ILP solvers to find exact solutions to the LCC-constraint minimum input problem. Note, however, that many 
ILP representations of the same problem may exist and some of the representations might be more suitable for 
generic ILP solvers. Indeed, in Sect. S2 of the Supplementary Information we provide an alternative representa-
tion that is more complicated to formulate than Eq. (8), yet leads to superior performance.

Although we rely on efficient ILP solvers, due to hardness of the problem we are able to find minimum input 
sets for networks with upto a few hundred nodes and links. We overcome this limitation in the next section by 
developing a heuristic algorithm and we use the exact algorithm to test the performance of the approximation 
on small networks.

(5)Ni(ℓ) ≥ min{NM,NDS}.

(6)Ni(ℓ) ≤ NM + NDS.

(7)Ni(ℓ) ≤ NM + NDS − Ns,

(8a)min
ei→j∈E

∑

v∈V

(1−
∑

i∈Vv
−

ei→v)

(8b)

subject to
∑

j∈Vv
+

ev→j ≤ 1 ∀ v ∈ V

(8c)
∑

i∈Vv
−

ei→v ≤ 1 ∀ v ∈ V

(8d)
∑

k∈Vℓ
v

(1−
∑

i∈Vk
−

ei→k) ≥ 1 ∀ v ∈ V ,
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Approximate algorithm
Since the LCC-constrained minimum input problem is NP-complete, exact solution is limited to networks with 
a few hundred links, prompting us to search for approximate solutions. In this section, we develop a greedy algo-
rithm based on a set of locally optimal rules. To find an input set, we iteratively apply these rules to a network: 
if all nodes are processed we find an optimal solution, if the process gets stuck, we proceed following a heuristic 
and the final solution is no longer guaranteed to be optimal.

The LCC-constrained minimum input problem is a combination of the maximum matching and the mini-
mum dominating set problems. Next, we review existing greedy methods for these two optimization problems, 
then we describe how to combine the two algorithms to address the LCC-constrained minimum input problem.

Greedy maximum matching. A greedy construction of a maximal matching is possible using the Karp-
Sipser leaf-removal  algorithm26,27, also known as core percolation in the network science  literature28,29. For con-
sistency within the paper, we refer to the algorithm as matching leaf-removal (MLR). Although polynomial time 
exact algorithms exist for maximum matching, it is still useful to consider this greedy construction, as it serves 
as the basis for approximating the NP-complete LCC-constrained minimum input problem.

To apply the MLR to a directed network G , we first convert G to its undirected bipartite network B . The MLR 
algorithm then constructs a maximum matching by iteratively applying the following rule to B:

• Rule-M  Select a leaf node v, i.e., a node with a single neighbor w, and place the link (v − w) into the match-
ing. Remove the link (v − w) from the network together with any other link connected to w.

If there are no more leaf nodes in the network the MLR halts, and we call the set of remaining links the matching-
core (M-core) of the network. If the M-core of the network is empty, we are done and the obtained matching is 
optimal. If the M-core is non-empty, we have to continue relying on a heuristic and the constructed matching 
is no longer guaranteed to be optimal. The most simple way to proceed is to add a random link to the matching, 
remove it together with any adjacent links, and apply the MLR algorithm again to the remaining network. We 
repeat this until all links are removed.

Note that the order of leaf-removal is not specified by the algorithm and while the size of the M-core, and, if 
there is no M-core, the cardinality of the obtained matching does not depend on the order of leaf-removal, the 
specific links that are added to the matching do. Therefore, different leaf-removal order leads to different match-
ings even if the M-core is empty and the cardinality of the matching is optimal. Choosing different leaf-nodes to 
remove lead to equivalent outcomes when searching for a maximum matching, but this is no longer true when 
we are simultaneously considering the dominating set problem.

Greedy minimum dominating set. Finding the minimum dominating set of a general network is itself 
NP-complete and therefore a harder problem than maximum matching. A large number of approximate algo-
rithms  exist30–35, here we focus on a greedy generalized leaf-removal algorithm introduced by Habibulla et al., 
which in spirit is similar to the Karp-Sipser leaf-removal36.

The generalized leaf-removal scheme, which we refer to as the dominating set leaf-removal (DSLR), iteratively 
deletes nodes and links from a directed graph G(V , E) to find a minimal set of dominating nodes. During the 
DSLR each node v can have three labels: (i) v is dominating if it has been placed in the dominating set, (ii) v is 
observed if v or at least one of its predecessors is a dominating node, or (iii) otherwise v is unobserved. Initially 
all nodes are unobserved and we apply the following rules iteratively:

• Rule-DS1 If an unobserved node v has no predecessor (i.e. has in-degree zero), add it to the dominating set. 
All successors of v become observed (Fig. 2a).

• Rule-DS2 If an unobserved node v has only a single predecessor w and no unobserved successor, add node 
w to the dominating set. All the successors of w then become observed (Fig. 2b).

• Rule-DS3 If a node v is observed and has only a single unobserved successor w, selecting v as a dominating 
node is not better than selecting w, therefore the link (v, w) is deleted from the network. The node w remains 
unobserved after the link deletion (Fig. 2c).

When applying the rules, links that point to dominating nodes and their successors are removed, i.e., incom-
ing links to observed nodes. If no more links can be removed from the network, we call the remaining set of 
links the dominating set-core (DS-core) of the network.  Reference36 showed that if the DS-core of the network 
is empty, the obtained dominating set (DS) is optimal. If the DS-core is non-empty, we must proceed relying on 
a heuristic and the solution is no longer guaranteed to be opitmal. Specifically, we continue by adding the node 
with the highest degree to the dominating set, setting all of its successors to be observed, then applying the the 
DSLR rules to the updated network. We repeat this until all links are removed.

Similarly to maximum matching, the dominating set produced by the DSLR algorithm is not unique, even if 
the network has no DS-core. The choice of the order that the rules are applied to the network does not affect the 
outcome when minimizing the dominating set, but again, this is no longer true if we are simultaneously aiming 
to satisfy the matching problem.

LCC-constrained minimum input problem. To identify an LCC-constrained minimum input set, we 
search for a set of nodes S such that both (i) S is a dominating set in the accessibility graph Gℓ and (ii) there 
exists a matching in B such that S is the set of unmatched nodes in V− . Our strategy is to use the MLR to identify 
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unmatched nodes in B and update Gℓ by adding these nodes to the dominating set. If we get stuck, we proceed 
by applying the DSLR algorithm to Gℓ and update B . We iterate these steps until both networks are processed, if 
both MLR and DSLR get stuck, we rely on heuristics to proceed.

The construction of the matching and the dominating set are coupled together, i.e., every time, we modify B 
we need to update Gℓ and vice versa:

• B → Gℓ : If a node v ∈ V− becomes isolated in B , it becomes unmatched and hence a control node. Therefore 
the corresponding v node in Gl is added to the dominating set, any successor w of v becomes observed, and 
all links connected to v and any incoming links connected to w are deleted.

• Gℓ → B : If a node v is a dominating node in Gℓ , it has to be a control node. Therefore the corresponding 
node v− in B does not have to be matched, hence we remove any links connected to v−.

Due to the coupling between the matching and dominating set problems, we cannot simply apply the rules 
described in Sects. Greedy maximum matching and Greedy minimum dominating set to B and Gℓ independently, 
since, for example, the order that rule-M is applied to B may produce different outcomes in Gℓ . Instead, when 
applying the local rules, we must take into account their effect on both networks, and we only proceed if there is 
no alternative step or it does not affect the other network. Specifically, we rely on the following rules:

• Rule-M Control nodes are unmatched nodes in V− , hence placing a node v ∈ V+ into the matching does 
not affect the set of control nodes. Therefore we apply rule-M to any leaf v ∈ V+ without constraint. On the 
other hand, removing a leaf v ∈ V− does affect the set of control nodes. For example, consider the set of leaves 
L = {v−i | i = 1, 2, . . . , k} , where all leaves connect to the same node w+ . Matching and removing (v−j − w+) 
causes leaves L \ v−j  to become isolated and hence unmatched nodes. The unmatched nodes in B become 
dominating nodes in Gℓ , affecting the dominating set. To make sure that the rule-M is optimal for both the 
matching and dominating set problems, we only match a leaf v− if we already know that it does not have to 
be a dominating node, i.e., v is observed and has zero out-degree in Gℓ.

• Rule-DS1 Any node v that becomes a source in Gℓ deterministically has to become a dominating node; there-
fore, Rule-DS1 is applied without constraints.

• Rules-DS2,3 When we apply the second or third rule, we choose a node v not to be a dominating node (Fig. 2b 
and c). This is a useful step if only the dominating set is considered, because it is guaranteed that there is no 
better choice and it decimates Gℓ . In the combined matching and dominating set problem, however, the step 
is only optimal, if v− is matched in B , i.e., it does not become a control node due to the matching condition.

We apply the above rules to B and Gℓ iteratively. If both networks are processed entirely, the obtained solution 
is optimal. If we get stuck before resolving all nodes, we call the remainder of links the M-core and the DS-core 
of B and Gℓ , respectively. To proceed, we rely on heuristics to continue, and the solution is no longer optimal. 
Specifically, we match the node in B with the least chance to be a dominating node, i.e. matching the node v− 
that v has the least degree in Gl . If B is empty, we select the node with the highest degree as dominating node in 
Gℓ . Then, we apply the rules to the remaining networks. We repeat this until all links are removed from both B 
and Gℓ . An implementation of the algorithm in Python is available  online37.

Performance of the algorithm. We assess the performance of our algorithm using Erdős-Rényi (ER) 
and scale-free (SF) random networks and a collection of real networks that are small enough for the exact 
algorithm introduced in Sect. LCC-constrained minimum input problem. Figure 3a–e compares the fraction 
of input nodes ni(ℓ) = Ni(ℓ)/N , where N is the total number of nodes in the network, obtained using the exact 
and the approximate algorithm for varying ℓ . We find that (i) for networks without a core the solution returned 
by the greedy algorithm is indeed optimal, as expected, and that (ii) even for networks with a core the difference 
δ = n

approx
i (ℓ)− nexacti (ℓ) is with less than 0.02 in real networks, except for food webs (the maximum difference 

0.07 is measured for magwet), and the difference is less than 0.05 for synthetic networks for the parameters that 

Figure 2.  Local rules to construct a minimal dominating set.  White nodes are unobserved, light green nodes 
are observed, and dark green indicates dominating nodes. Removed links are drawn with a dashed line.
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we checked. Figure 3f shows δ as a function of the average degree c and the length of the LCC ℓ for SF networks 
with a given degree exponent γ . We find that δ is the highest for intermediate c values: δ becomes non-zero at the 
point when the core forms and initially increases as the size of the core increases. However, δ starts to drop for 
large c, since adding links to a network increases the maximum matching and reduces the minimum dominat-
ing set, making the LCC-constraint minimum input problem easier to approximate. Increasing the length of the 
LCC ℓ increases the density of Gℓ ; we, therefore, see a similar pattern: the error δ is the highest for ℓ = 2 , and 
further increasing ℓ makes the problem easier to approximate.

The algorithm finds the exact solution if there is no core in the network; therefore, another way to understand 
the performance of the approximation is to investigate how network properties affect the formation of the core. 
For this we numerically measure the size of the core for ER and SF random networks as a function of the aver-
age degree. For the maximum matching problem by itself the M-core emerges through a second order phase 
transition at a critical average degree c∗M , for ER random networks c∗M,ER = e , and in SF random networks the 
formation of the core is typically delayed, i.e., c∗M,SF > c∗M,ER . Figure 4 shows that for ℓ = 1 the core is already 
present for any c > 0 , and we only observe the phase transition for ℓ ≥ 3 for ER, and ℓ ≥ 2 for SF networks, 
further increasing ℓ delays the emergence of the core, supporting our previous observation that for ℓ > 2 increas-
ing ℓ improves the performance of the approximation. We also observe that the emergence of the core happens 
at larger average degree c for SF networks than for ER network, i.e., c∗SF(ℓ) ≤ c∗ER(ℓ) , providing evidence that 
heterogeneous networks are easier to approximate. For details about the core formation in real networks, see 
Table SII in the Supplementary Information.

Overall, we find that the approximation algorithm estimates ni(ℓ) within 5% error for the networks that 
we tested. The performance of the algorithm is enhanced by degree heterogeneity, an ubiquitous feature of 
complex networks, and high ℓ , and it is inhibited by the emergence of the core. We also find that our algorithm 

Figure 3.  The performance of the approximation. (a–d)  We compare the approximate fraction of input nodes 
n
approx
i (ℓ) = N

approx
i (ℓ)/N to the exact solution nexacti (ℓ) = N

exact
i (ℓ)/N for model and real networks with 

a few hundred nodes. For networks without a core (solid markers) napproxi (ℓ) = n
exact
i (ℓ) , as expected. We 

observe a strong correlation between the approximate and exact solutions for networks with a non-zero core 
(hollow markers), indicating that the approximation works well for complex networks. The synthetic networks 
are SF and ER model networks with N = 1000 and average degree c = 4 . Each data point is an average of 100 
independent networks. For details of the real networks see Table SI in the Supplementary Information. (e) The 
difference δ = n

approx
i

(ℓ)− n
exact
i

(ℓ) as a function of the average degree shows that below the core percolation 
threshold the algorithm finds the exact solution, after the threshold δ increases, and the approximation becomes 
better for very dense networks. The data points represent the average of 1000 independently generated SF 
networks with N = 300 and γ = 3.
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significantly outperforms the naïve approach of finding a maximum matching and a minimum dominating set 
independently and taking the union of the unmatched and the dominating nodes, the naïve algorithm finding 
upto three times the optimal required nodes (Supplementary Information Sect. S4). While the exact algorithm 
is limited to networks with a few hundred links, in the next section we apply the leaf-removal approximation to 
networks with up to five million links.

Results
In the previous section we developed an algorithm to approximately solve the LCC-constrained control problem 
for large complex networks. Relying on this algorithm we now systematically explore how network structure 
affects the minimum fraction of inputs ni(ℓ) = Ni(ℓ)/N and the cost of enforcing lLCC ≤ ℓ.

Number of input nodes. First, we measure ni(ℓ) for Erdős-Rényi (ER) and scale-free (SF) model networks 
to explore the role of the degree distribution. The SF model we use is a variant of the hidden parameter model, 
which allows us to control both the average degree c and the degree exponent γ characterizing the tail of the 
degree  distribution38. Figure 5 shows ni(ℓ) as a function of c, γ , and ℓ , to help interpret the results we also include 
the lower bound 5 and upper bound 7). We find that dense networks are easier to control than sparse networks 
for any ℓ Fig. 5a–c, similarly to previous results not taking into account the  LCC5. We also observe that the upper 
and lower bound converge towards each other as the average degree c increases. To explain this, note that the 
maximum matching rapidly grows with increasing c, hence the number of unmatched nodes rapidly decreases. 
For example, in ER networks, the number of unmatched nodes drops exponentially as a function of c 5. The mini-
mum dominating set also decreases with increasing c, but the decay is significantly slower. For example, for ER 
networks, the minimum dominating set decreases slower than c−136. It means that for large c, both the lower and 
the upper bound approach nDS (the fraction of nodes in a minimum dominating set in Gℓ without considering 
the matching), and matching has a diminishing effect on ni(ℓ).

The role of degree heterogeneity is also consistent with previous results: Figs. 5d–f show that for any ℓ homo-
geneous networks require fewer inputs ni(ℓ) than heterogeneous networks with the same average degree c. We 
find that the upper and lower bounds converge towards each other as the degree exponent γ decreases, which 
corresponds to increasing degree heterogeneity. Both the number of hubs and low-degree nodes increase with 

Figure 4.  Core percolation in ER and SF networks. We measure the relative size of core in the network (blue), 
which is the average of the M-core (green) and the DS-core (red), for ER and SF random networks as a function 
of the average degree. We find that for ℓ = 1 the core is present for any c > 0 , and the core appears at a finite 
critical c∗ for ℓ ≥ 3 for ER and ℓ ≥ 2 for SF networks. For the maximum matching problem by itself the M-core 
emerges at average degree c∗M (vertical dashed line), this critical point always effects the core, and numerical 
evidence suggests that c∗ = c

∗
M for ℓ ≥ 3 for ER and ℓ ≥ 2 for SF networks. The core size is calculated for 

networks with N = 106 and the SF networks have degree exponent γ = 2.5 . The data points are an average of 
100 independent networks, and the error bars are smaller than the line width.
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increasing degree heterogeneity, which in turn decreases the size of the maximum matching and increases nM 
(the fraction of unmatched nodes in B without considering the dominating set). The effect of γ on the minimum 
dominating set is more complex: the presence of hubs generally reduces NDS , while the presence of sources ns , 
i.e., nodes with zero in-degree, increases nDS . The net effect is that nDS converges to ns as γ decreases; source 
nodes, however, are also always unmatched nodes, hence in the limit of very heterogeneous networks, the LCC 
problem is determined by the maximum matching of B.

Figure 5g shows the affect of the LCC ℓ : increasing ℓ initially lowers ni(ℓ) , however once ℓ exceeds the diameter 
D of the network, ni(ℓ) becomes constant. For large ℓ , we again observe that the lower and the upper bounds 
approach each other since with increasing ℓ , the accessibility graph Gℓ becomes more densely connected and the 
minimum input problem becomes largely determined by the maximum matching problem.

So far we studied the role of the degree distribution using network models where we fix the expected degree 
of each node, but are otherwise random. To reveal the role of higher-order structural properties, such as degree 
correlations or community  structure39–42, we first measure ni(ℓ) for a collection of real networks,for details see 
Table SI in the Supplementary Information. We then randomize the networks while preserving their degree 
distribution but otherwise randomly rewiring their links, thus removing any higher-order structure. Finally we 
measure nrandi (ℓ) , the number of input signals needed to control these randomized networks. Figure 6 compares 
ni(ℓ) to its randomized counterpart nrandi (ℓ) : If the degree sequence of a network would completely determine the 
number of control signals, the two values would be equal, any difference is due to the structural features removed 
by randomization. We observe a strong correlation between ni(ℓ) and nrandi (ℓ) , indicating that degree distribu-
tion indeed plays an important role in determining the controllability of real complex networks. Some markers, 
however, deviate from the diagonal, food webs being the strongest outliers. These food webs are relatively small 
and strongly heterogeneous, and their control characteristics are often observed to deviate from what is expected 
based on their degree distribution  alone42,43.

Cost of the LCC constraint. To quantify the cost of ensuring that the LCC is at most ℓ , we calculate

where ni(∞) is the fraction of inputs needed to control the network without any restrictions on the length of 
LCC. Note that ni(∞) is related but distinct from the number of driver nodes introduced by Liu et al., since in 
case of driver nodes the input signals are allowed to connect to multiple network nodes, while here each input 
is connected to exactly one node.

Figure 7 shows the cost C(ℓ) for model networks as a function of degree heterogeneity and average degree. 
A first general observation is that if ni(∞) is large, i.e., the network requires a large fraction of inputs to control 
without restrictions on the LCC, the cost C(ℓ) is low. This is natural since the LCC is the maximum distance 
between the set of inputs nodes and any other nodes, the more inputs there are, the shorter the expected LCC 
is even without explicitly tuning it. For example, increasing degree heterogeneity increases the number  inputs5, 
correspondingly Fig. 7a the cost of ensuring lLCC ≤ 1 for SF networks with γ = 4 is 0.15, while for γ = 2.1 the cost 
is only 0.03. The role of the average degree c is more complex: on one hand sparse networks require high ni(∞) , 
lowering the cost, on the other hand the diameter of dense networks is small making it easier to reduce the LCC. 
The net effect is that C(ℓ) tends to zero for both c → 0 and c → ∞ , and C(ℓ) has a maximum at finite c. Finally, 
we note that increasing ℓ dramatically reduces C(ℓ) . To understand this note that complex networks are small-
world, meaning that the typical number of nodes at distance k from any node grows exponentially as a function 
of k. Hence the density of the accessibility graph Gℓ also grows exponentially with ℓ , greatly reducing the cost.

We also calculate C(ℓ) for the collection of real networks (See Table SII in the Supplementary Information), 
finding that for a significant number of them we can ensure the constraint on the LCC at zero cost, particularly 
for ℓ = 3 the majority of networks do not require additional inputs. This means that reducing the LCC can be 
achieved solely by selecting the right input node set out of the possible minimum input node sets that ensure 
controllability and we do not need to increase their number. Figure 8 compares the C(ℓ) of real networks to the 
cost Crand(ℓ) of their degree-preserved randomized counterparts. We find a positive correlation between C(ℓ) 
and Crand(ℓ) , although not as strong as the correlation observed for the total number of inputs ni(ℓ) , indicating 
that degree distribution is an important factor determining C(ℓ) . The strongest outliers are again the food web 
networks, which require close to zero cost, yet their randomized counterparts may require us to directly control 
more that 0.1 fraction their nodes.

Conclusion
The minimum number of input nodes required to ensure controllability became a central metric to quantify the 
difficulty of controlling  networks5,43,45. Controlling networks through a minimum set of nodes, however, often 
leads to unattainable control energy requirements, highlighting the need for methods of input node selection 
that reduce control energy. It was recently shown that reducing the length of the longest control chain provides 
a useful heuristic for this which only depends on the network structure. Motivated by this connection, we devel-
oped an algorithm to identify a minimum set of input nodes such that the network is controllable and the longest 
control chain is at most ℓ . Figure 9 shows for a directed chain network and a small real network that selecting 
the input nodes using this algorithm indeed reduces the control energy by orders of magnitude compared to 
random placement of the same number of input nodes. Relying on the algorithm, we systematically investigated 
how features of complex networks affect the cost of control, showing, for example, that the cost of reducing the 
longest control chain decreases with increasing degree heterogeneity and is low for both very sparse and very 
dense networks. Future work may explore alternative approximations either to improve accuracy of the solution 

(9)C(ℓ) = ni(ℓ)− ni(∞),
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or to simplify the algorithm. Particularly, simplified algorithms may yield to analytical treatment, allowing us to 
better understand the core percolation transition observed numerically in Fig. 4.

Input node selection based on structural controllabilty and the longest control chain necessarily has its limi-
tations. For example, here we focused on fully controlling all degrees of freedom of simple directed networks 
with linear dynamics by coupling each input signal to a single node. It would be interesting to relax some of 
these assumptions, for example, to consider undirected networks or to couple inputs to multiple nodes. Further-
more, some complex systems are better described by generalized networks, such as hyper-graphs or multi-layer 
 networks46–51; and often the goal of control is to influence only a subset of  nodes52–54 or to stabilize a non-linear 
system in a steady  state2,3,55,56. Future work may, therefore, aim to extend our method to generalized networks, 
or to understand how to leverage structural network features to reduce control energy beyond the assumptions 
of structural controllability.

Figure 5.  Minimum number of inputs ni(ℓ) – model networks. (a–c) Increasing average degree c decreases 
ni(ℓ) for any ℓ > 0 , similarly to previous results obtained without considering the LCC. The lower bound (5) 
and upper bound (7) converge towards each other in the dense network limit, since nM decreases rapidly and 
both bounds are determined by nDS . Plots show results obtained for SF networks with γ = 3 and N = 104 ; 
we observe similar behavior for other γ values and ER networks. (d–f) Measuring ni(ℓ) for SF networks as 
a function of the degree exponent γ shows that homogeneous networks are easier to control for any ℓ > 0 , 
consistent with previous results. Plots show SF networks with c = 2 and N = 104 ; we observe similar behavior 
for other c values. (g) Increasing ℓ , the maximum allowed length of the LCC, decreases ni(ℓ) , since the 
accessibility graph Gℓ becomes denser for increasing ℓ ; and therefore the accessibility condition becomes easier 
to satisfy. This also means that the lower and upper bounds are both determined by nM . The horizontal dashed 
line indicates the average shortest path in the network, above ni(ℓ) becomes independent of ℓ . The plot shows 
ER networks with N = 103 and c = 2.5 , we observe similar behavior for other c values and SF networks. Data 
points in the figure indicate the average of 100 independent networks, error bars are smaller than the markers.
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Figure 6.  Minimum number of inputsni(ℓ) – real networks. We measure ni(ℓ) = Ni(ℓ)/N for a collection of 
real networks, randomize the networks preserving only their degree distribution and again measure the number 
of inputs needed for control nrandi (ℓ) . We find a strong correlation between ni(ℓ) and nrandi (ℓ) , indicating that 
degree distribution is an important property determining ni(ℓ) , and higher-order network properties, such as 
degree correlations and community structure, play a limited role. We also observe that the correlation between 
ni(ℓ) and nrandi (ℓ) becomes slightly weaker for increasing ℓ . Data markers indicate the average of twenty 
randomized networks, and for each randomization (|E |/2)× ln (1/ǫ) (where ǫ is between 10−6 and 10−7 ) 
number of link rewiring trials were  performed44. Error bars are smaller than the markers.

Figure 7.  Cost of reducing the LCC – model networks. (a) High degree heterogeneity, corresponding to low 
γ , reduces the diameter and increases ni(∞) , both reducing the cost. The result shows that by decreasing the 
heterogeneity, i.e., increasing γ in SF networks, the cost of ensuring the LCC constraint increases. (b) For 
average degree c → 0 the network becomes a set of isolated nodes, and as consequence ni(∞) → 1 and 
C(ℓ) → 0 . On the other hand, for c → ∞ the network becomes fully connected and lLCC → 1 even if there is 
only a single input, hence C(ℓ) → 0 . The figure shows SF networks with N = 104 with c = 2 in panel (a) and 
γ = 3 in panel (b). We observe similar behavior for other parameter values. Data points are an average of one 
hundred independent realizations and errorbars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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